AssetView

TM

Intelligent asset monitoring and analysis suite

Bespoke
data analysis

Access to vital
information

Designed by Balfour Beatty, AssetView
is a vendor-independent rail infrastructure
monitoring and analysis suite. It provides
the tools and information needed to
optimise maintenance, decision support
and cost efficiency.

AssetView reduces costs and time onsite,
improving safety by replacing periodic testing
with continuous trending of the key test factors
and mining the data for examples of less
frequent events such as local control operation.

Now with over 500 sites throughout
the UK, Hong Kong and Singapore,
this evolving monitoring platform has
supported predict and prevent, risk-based
maintenance, life extension and renewal
for almost two decades.
AssetView uses machine learning
techniques and sophisticated algorithms to
turn data into simple prognosis indicators.
In addition, it is also possible to view
individual data tables and combination
graphs to give engineers the in-depth
information needed to investigate issues
without leaving the office.

Investigation of digital event logic allows
analysis of failure modes

When combined with Balfour Beatty’s LXAlert
system, it can also be used to monitor vital level
crossing information.
AssetView is completely independent of any
train control systems manufacturer. Balfour
Beatty maintains in-house expertise in
trainborne and trackside monitoring systems
from laser surveys and gauging to automated
track and electrification examination.

Replay of data in signaller’s panel style for
easy understanding of interlocking behavior

High level summaries provide an ‘at a
glance’ view of infrastructure health

Key features

■■ Dual, multi-channel logic inspector
■■ Powerful graphical relay with offline file viewing
■■ Comprehensive points trend graphs and statistics
■■ Customisable and adaptable asset operation
■■ Real-time notification and level crossing peration data
■■ Real-time alert notification for critical alerts
■■ Level crossing operation data alerting and analysis
AssetView is designed by signal engineers for signal
engineers and asset managers with full training and
support provided as part of the package. Our team of
experienced instrumentation engineers and developers
works closely with our customers to help them get the
best out of the system.

AssetView is PADS approved to monitor Smartlock®,
Westlock®, Solid State Interlocking (SSI), relay
interlockings and level crossings using a range of
data capture interfaces.

National AssetView™ coverage

AssetView supports condition monitoring for points,
level crossings, signals, track circuits and all other
assets with leading edge enhancements such as
machine learning and health condition assessment.
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